





The present article seeks to describe a major group of Jewish North-
Eastern Neo-Aramaic (NENA) dialects located across the Great Zab
river in the eastern and south-eastern parts of the dialectological map
of NENA, hence the term ‘‘Trans-Zab Jewish Neo-Aramaic’’
(‘‘Trans-Zab’’, for short) chosen for this dialect group. A large set of
phonological, morphophonological, morphological and lexical innova-
tions, shared by all members of this group, is presented. Each of the
Trans-Zab features is compared with contrastive parallel features in
other, selected NENA varieties. Finally, an internal classification of
Trans-Zab into three subdivisions is proposed, basedona comparisonof
three respective paradigms of the positive present copula.
I. Introduction
North-Eastern Neo-Aramaic (NENA) is an extremely diverse group of
Christian and Jewish Aramaic varieties exhibiting an intricate maze of
crisscrossing isoglosses that render its subgrouping a very difficult task
indeed. One major difficulty in this regard is distinguishing between shared
innovations, which are the result of genetic inheritance from a common
ancestor, and other common innovations which are irrelevant to genetic
classification, being the result of parallel independent developments or
areal diffusion across various dialect clusters.
An attempt at a comprehensive subgrouping of NENA would be, to my
mind, premature at the present stage of imperfect knowledge of this group’s
1 Note the following abbreviations: Ar. 5 Arabic; C. 5 Christian dialect of… (e.g. C.
Urmi); intr. 5 intransitive; J. 5 Jewish dialect of… (e.g. J.Urmi); JBA 5 Jewish
Babylonian Aramaic; JKS 5 J. Koy Sanjaq; K 5 Kurdish; tr. 5 transitive. For
abbreviations related to Neo-Aramaic dialects see note 2.
2 The comparative data offered in this paper are only a part of the data taken into
consideration, and are mostly gleaned from my informants. The following Neo-
Aramaic dialects are referred to in the present contribution:




































yare; in Iraq: Alqosh, Ankawa,
Aradhin, Baret
˙
le, Isnakh (district of Zakho), Koy Sanjaq, Nerwa, Qaraqosh,
Shaqlawa, Telkepe; in Iran: Sanandaj 5 Senaya, Sardarid, Urmi.
N Jewish NENA dialects – In Iraq: Aradhin, Arbel, Atrush, Barzan and the
Barzani dialect cluster as a whole, Betanure, Bejil-Barzani, Challa Dobe,
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dialectological map. Nonetheless, the comparative data at my disposal2
indicate that one major dialect cluster which will almost certainly have to be
considered in any classificatory model of the NENA spectrum of dialects is
the group of Jewish Neo-Aramaic dialects located to the east and south-
east of the Great Zab river, a tributary of the Tigris. I have described
elsewhere some of the characteristics of this dialectal group, which I call
‘‘Trans-Zab Jewish Neo-Aramaic’’, or ‘‘Trans-Zab’’.3
The aim of this article is to elaborate on the hallmarks of the Trans-Zab
group and to expand the knowledge of the bundle of innovations shared by
its members vis-a`-vis the limited number of features discussed in previous
works. Of these innovations, the most pertinent for the establishment of
Trans-Zab as a distinct group within NENA are related to morphology,
which is commonly regarded as the most significant linguistic area for
genetic classification.
The proposed Trans-Zab group comprises the Jewish Neo-Aramaic
dialects that were, until the exodus of their speakers to Israel (mainly in the
1950s), spoken in the eastern and south-eastern peripheries of the NENA-
speaking area, to be precise in the Iranian province of Western Azerbaijan
and adjacent areas across the Turkish border, in Iranian Kurdistan and
down to Kerend in the province of Kermanshah, in the Iraqi Kurdish
provinces of Sulemaniyya and Arbel (Irbil) and, further south, in the area
of Khanaqin, a town with both Arabic- and Aramaic-speaking Jews. With
just one exception these dialects were located across the Great Zab – the
exception is the dialect of Bas¸kale in Turkey, situated just ten kilometres
west of the river. In addition, the dialect of Dobe and nearby villages in the
province of Arbel, around twenty kilometres south-east of ʿAqra straddles
both banks of the Great Zab.4
The Trans-Zab group can be clearly distinguished in many respects from
all other NENA dialects, both Christian and Jewish. The non-Trans-Zab
Jewish dialects were mostly spoken west of the Great Zab and include
Lishana Deni dialects,5 the Barzani dialect-cluster6 and the dialect of
Sandu, c. 30 km north-west of Barzan in Iraq.7
3 See Mutzafi (2000: 6–11; 2004a: 9–10).
4 Additionally, the map in Garbell (1965a: 12) includes within the boundaries of J.Az.
a subgroup of Trans-Zab, the Turkish city of Van some 80 km west of the Great
Zab. This city is not, however, included elsewhere in Garbell’s accounts of J.Az.-
speaking communities, viz. in Garbell (1964: 86; 1965a: 13; 1965b: 159), nor is Van
mentioned in Ben-Yaacob (1981). According to my informants there was no
indigenous Neo-Aramaic-speaking Jewish community in Van, only a few Aramaic-
speaking Jewish merchants who hailed from Bas¸kale.
5 See Muztafi (2002a: 480–81).
6 See Mutzafi (2002b; 2004c).
7 I intend to dedicate a separate article to a grammatical sketch of this dialect. For
some features of Sandu see Mutzafi (2004b: 260–62).
H
˙
alabja, Koy Sanjaq, Nerwa, Rustaqa, Rwanduz, Sandu, Shahe-Barzani,
Shaqlawa, Sulemaniyya, Zakho; in Iran: Bijar, J.Az. 5 Jewish Azerbaijan
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It appears that the Jewish dialects of NENA evince a major split between
Trans-Zab and Lishana Deni; the latter was spoken almost exclusively to
the west of the Great Zab and can therefore be called Cis-Zab, whereas
Barzani and Sandu, which might be classified together as a loose Central-
Zab group, are transitional dialects sandwiched between the two major
groups. Trans-Zab is the most innovative of these groups, Central-Zab is
less progressive and Cis-Zab is the most conservative.
The distinctive bundle of innovations shared by the regional idioms
included in the Trans-Zab group will be presented in section II below. It
should be noted that a few of these innovations also occur in neighbouring
and other dialects, but it is their unique co-occurrence which justifies the
label ‘‘Trans-Zab’’. In other words, not every innovation is unique, but the
whole set of innovations is. Furthermore, the rather small number of
Trans-Zab innovations found in other NENA varieties can be readily
explained as parallel developments or cases of areal diffusion through
dialect contact, as will be shown below. As for areal features, only those
that are likely to have emerged in Trans-Zab and then spread to contiguous
zones, as well as distinctive Trans-Zab innovations that have diffused
exclusively within Trans-Zab boundaries, are included in the following
outline. Innovations that spread from an unknown source across large
NENA territories, including Trans-Zab, such as the III-y plural imperative
suffix -mun8 (and its dialectal variants -men, -mu, -mux) and the loss of the
verbal stem derived from paʿʿel,9 have been excluded from the following
inventory of Trans-Zab features.
II. Trans-Zab innovations
1. *dI , *tI . l
Trans-Zab Jewish Neo-Aramaic exhibits a shift of the Proto-NENA
interdentals *dI and *tI to the lateral consonant l, as in the case of *ʾidI a¯tI a¯ .
*ʾila¯la. ʾila¯le´ ‘‘hands’’ in Arbel, Rustqa, Kerend and some other dialects of
this group. There are, however, quite a few exceptions to this rule, as
specified below. The fact that in J.Az., and to a lesser extent in Rustaqa and
Rwanduz, there are instances of *dI , *tI . d with no apparent phonetic
motivation, e.g. in ʾ-w-d ‘‘to do’’ (in J.Az. only), ʾ-d-y ‘‘to come’’, in addition
to conditioned cases (see 12 below), can be explained by postulating a
Proto- or early Trans-Zab sound shift *tI . *dI ,10 viz. a merger of the two
interdentals into a single phoneme /*dI /, followed by a shift of the latter to l
8 Notes on transcription: the vowels i, e, e, o and u¨ are as a rule half long to long in
open syllables and short in closed syllables. Vowel length is marked only for long a¯
versus short a and long u¯ versus short u and for cases of long e and o in closed
syllables. Stress is penultimate unless otherwise indicated. Superscript + preceding a
word indicates word-emphasis. The transcription of words cited from bibliogra-
phical sources is adapted to the method used here.
9 For these two areal features see Mutzafi (2004a: 12; 2004b: 259–60).
10 This shift has occurred independently in C.Nerwa – see 11.2 below.
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alongside a rather marginal shift of the merged phoneme /*dI / to d. The shift
to l seems to have occurred after the dialectal fragmentation of Trans-Zab,
and to have spread as an areal feature across these dialects. It may have
first evolved as an internal independent development in one of the areas
where its effect is the most extensive, possibly in areas south of Rwanduz
within the province of Arbel, whence it gradually spread all over Jewish
Trans-Zab territory, yet petered out to some extent on its course
northward, especially in Iranian Azerbaijan where *dI has shifted to d in
more cases than anywhere else in Trans-Zab.11
1.1. *dI . l
The interdental dI has generally shifted to l, e.g. in *ʾedI a¯ . ʾela´ ‘‘festival,
holiday’’ and *r-q-dI . r-q-l ‘‘to dance’’. Consider the following comparison
of Trans-Zab to a number of selected other NENA varieties:
1.2 *tI . l
The interdental tI has generally shifted to l, quite possibly through an
intermediate *dI as suggested above. Compare the words for ‘‘village’’
(*ma¯tI a¯) and ‘‘house’’ (*baytI a¯) in the following selected NENA varieties
versus Trans-Zab:
11 For a different explanation for the origin of the Trans-Zab shift of interdentals to l,
namely the possibility that it occurred by the influence of the Kurdish dialect of
Mukri in the southern parts of Iranian Azerbaijan, see Kapeliuk (1997: 541–2; 2004:
179–80). It is, rather, at least equally possible, if not more plausible, that the shift in
question emerged somewhere outside Iranian Azerbaijan, a region which might
have been the latest to be affected by this shift and where its diffusion was checked
by the largest number of conditioned and unconditioned cases of *dI . d in Trans-
Zab. Conversely, it could be that Mukri Kurdish was influenced by Trans-Zab (see
Khan 1999: 32). Note, moreover, that a change of *dI to l has occurred
independently, albeit as a singular, word-specific development, also in certain
NENA dialects west of the Great Zab: in Baz, +ʾu´g˙da¯le ‘‘one another’’ and similar





le g˙dI a¯dIe, and in Telkepe mejla¯fa ‘‘oar’’ , Ar. mijdI a¯f. Additional parallel cases in
other languages include, e.g., the Pashto regular shifts *d . *dI . l and initial and
intervocalic *tI . l (see Skjærvø 1989: 385–6, 403), as well as sporadic or singular cases
in other languages, e.g. Jewish Baghdadi Ar. ha¯kadIa . hekedI , hekel (Blanc 1964:
140), Gk. ʾadIamas . Ar. ʾalma¯s ‘‘diamond’’.
Alqosh Sat J.Zakho Trans-Zab Gloss
ʾedIa ʾeda ʾeza ʾela´ festival
r-q-dI r-q-d r-q-z r-q-l to dance
Halmun B-T
˙
yare Sat C.Nerwa12 J.Nerwa Shahe Trans-Zab Gloss
m. a¯tIa ma¯tIa ma¯ta ma¯dIa ma¯sa ma¯(ha) ma¯la´ village
baytIa baysˇa bayta bedIa besa beya13 bela´ house
12 See Talay (2002: 6).
13 The direct forerunner of the form beya is assumed to be *beha.
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2. *dI , *tI . d
There are a few cases in Trans-Zab where *dI and *tI shifted to d rather than
to l, chiefly in the vicinity of an alveolar sonorant l, r or n. This irregularity
may have occurred either by partial assimilation of an interdental *dI or *tI
to an alveolar l, r or n, yielding an alveolar d, or due to the dissimilatory
impact of the sonorant consonant l, r or n, viz. avoidance of two adjacent
alveolar sonorants – l as a reflex of *dI or *tI following or preceding another
alveolar sonorant.
2.1. *dI . d
The following are selected instances of the conditioned shift *dI . d near l, r
or n in Trans-Zab along with the precursors of the Trans-Zab forms





In two other cases the reason for the aberrant shift *dI . d is possibly
assimilation of dI to an adjacent d: the genitive particle did- ‘‘of’’ in Trans-
Zab (and in many other NENA dialects) compared with didI- in some T
˙
yare
dialects and in T
˙
uroyo; and didwa´ ‘‘fly’’ in Arbel, JKS, Rustaqa and
Rwanduz, as well as J.Az. dedwe´ ‘‘flies’’ (sg. dedwelta´), compared with
T
˙
yare didIwa, Alqosh dedIwa.
In addition, there are several cases where the shift *dI . d appears to be
unconditioned: *h
˙
adIya¯ . xedya´ ‘‘breast’’ in J.Az., Rustaqa and Rwanduz,
*gadIya¯ . gedya´ ‘‘kid’’ in literary JKS and literary J.Az.,17 and five





g-dI-l g-d-l to intertwine, braid
g-r-dI g-r-d to scrape, grate
p-r-dI p-r-d to elude (sleep)15
kodIenta kodenta´ mule16
17 The irregular d in xedya´ and gedya´ might be related to contact with y (partial
assimilation), but compare the parallels xelya´, a euphemism for mamona´ ‘‘breast’’,
in JKS and gelya´ ‘‘kid’’ in Bijar Trans-Zab, as well as *sˇ-dI -y . Trans-Zab sˇ-l-y ‘‘to
throw at; sow; card (depending on dialect)’’ and *h
˙
-dI -y . Trans-Zab x-l-y ‘‘to
rejoice’’ (literary J.Az. and literary Rwanduz; JKS in hendiadys with p-s
˙
-x ‘‘id.’’),





yare kodIenta ‘‘she-mule’’, kawedna [sic] ‘‘he-mule’’. Likewise as regards
kodenta´, kodna´ in the Trans-Zab dialect of Rustaqa.
15 As in JKS sˇendı´ pridla, J.Sulemaniyya sˇendı´ prida ‘‘sleep eluded me’’, and similarly
in other Trans-Zab dialects.
14 Some Trans-Zab dialects have lost one or two of these lexemes; and in some of these
dialects, mainly in Iranian Kurdistan, the consonant (*dI .) d in the verbs g-r-d and
p-r-d and in kodenta´ has been further retracted and became z, viz. g-r-z, p-r-z,
kozenta´ (cf. *gudda¯ . *gu¯da´ . gu¯za´ ‘‘wall’’ in these dialects, among other cases of
*d . z).
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2.2. *tI . d
This sound change, or rather *tI . *dI . d, has regularly occurred after l, r
or n. In the following examples of this change the precursor forms of Trans-
Zab words are represented by the dialect-cluster of T
˙
yare:
Additionally, in J.Az.,Rustaqa andRwanduz, the shift of *tI to doccurs before
y in the verbal roots *ʾ-tI-y. ʾ-d-y ‘‘to come’’ and *m-tI-y.m-d-y ‘‘to bring’’.
3. *tI . h and related cases
In a small number of lexical items tI shifted to h in Trans-Zab, primarily
preceding r or r
˙
. At a later stage h was elided in most cases, as in the
following examples:
In a few cases h resulting from tI has become in at least some of the Trans-
Zab dialects a pharyngeal h
˙
by partial assimilation to a following







-tI -x r-d-x, +r-d-x to boil (intr.)
ʾartIa ʾarda´ co-wife
sˇentIa sˇenda´ 20 sleep (noun)
21 In some Trans-Zab dialects also ‘‘afterwards, behind, the following (day, night,
week, etc.)’’ or some of these meanings. The form bahra is found in literary Saqez
(see Brukhim 1985: 58/10), and in eighteenth- and late nineteenth-century J.Az. (see
Sabar 2004: 106, no. 32; Duval 1883: 142/21). Additional Trans-Zab words related
to the same etymon are *ba¯tIar . ba¯r ‘‘after’’ (in literary Rwanduz still bahrew ,
ba¯rew ‘‘after him’’, see Rivlin 1958: part III: 5) and *batIru (cf. ʿAnkawa batIr
˙
u) .
Trans-Zab dialects bahru, bahro, ba¯ro ‘‘the day after tomorrow’’.
Betanure J.Az. Arbel Gloss
ʾ-w-dI ʾ-w-d ʾ-w-l to do
ʾidIa ʾida´ ʾila´ hand
hudI a¯ya +huda¯a´ hula¯a´ Jew
d-ʾexdIe18 +deg˙de dexle one another
ʾedIma19 ʾedma´ ʾilma´ husband’s
brother
18 , *d-ʾeNxdI a¯dIe, as in T
˙
yare.
19 , *yabIma¯, as in Syriac.
20 In some Trans-Zab dialects of Iranian Kurdistan *sˇenda´ . sˇena´ or sˇna ‘‘sleep,






a bahra, ba¯ra back, backwards21
kametIr
˙





a22 kora´ lunch (T
˙
yare), noon (Trans-Zab)
22 J.Az. and most Iraqi Trans-Zab dialects have lost the reflex of *kawetIra. For the
etymology of this word cf. late Syriac kutta¯ra¯ ‘‘midday meal’’ (Margoliouth 1927:
174b), in earlier Syriac denoting ‘‘awaiting, duration’’.
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Another such case, restricted to the Trans-Zab dialects of Iranian









mal ‘‘the day before yesterday’’, cognate with lalemmal and lalummal in
other Trans-Zab dialects.26
4. Penultimate . ultimate stress
Unlike all other known NENA dialects, including the most archaizing
among them, e.g. Qaraqosh, Alqosh and T
˙
yare, where word stress is
generally penultimate in nominal forms, Trans-Zab exhibits a shift of word
stress from the penultimate to the ultimate syllable in the nominal system
(with some exceptions, chiefly adverbs), most probably due to the
influence of Kurdish and (in J.Az.) also of Azerbaijani.27 It is plausible
that this feature developed independently in various Trans-Zab dialects
under adstratal influence, but a Proto-Trans-Zab legacy is equally
possible.
That the stress in the nominal system was formerly penultimate is evident
from the fact that in the Trans-Zab group pretonic vowels are as a rule long
in nominal forms, retaining the length inherited from the period of
penultimate stress, e.g. in the word na¯sˇa´ ‘‘man, person’’, where the length
of the first vowel bears witness to its being formerly stressed. The
historical changes of stress and vowel length in this word can be
reconstructed as *na¯sˇa´¯ . retraction of stress and subsequent shortening of
the final vowel: na´¯sˇa reconstructible for Proto-NENA and occurring
throughout NENA except Trans-Zab . shift of stress to the ultima: na¯sˇa´
in Trans-Zab.
5. w . f /__-ta
In Trans-Zab the consonant w has shifted to f by partial assimilation to a
following t of the feminine suffix -ta. This feature is manifested mostly in
feminine nouns and adjectives synchronically derived from masculine
forms, as in the following cases:
26 Cf. also Trans-Zab *nha¯tI a¯ . nh
˙
a¯la ‘‘ear’’ according to the process specified below
(feature no. 19); and see features no. 7 and 8 below for further cases of *tI . h.
27 Cf. Garbell (1965b: 170).




a and *n-tI -r
˙
has been de-pharyngealized by





lized in the dialectal form telh
˙


































.+n-x-r, n-x-r to fall off (leaves, fruit, hair)








a¯ha is found in various NENA dialects
and dialect-clusters, as far from Trans-Zab as J.Zakho, and has apparently spread
as an areal feature, possibly from several foci.
25 Most Iraqi Trans-Zab dialects have lost the reflex of *ʾatI r
˙
a.
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Thus w and f reflect a morphophonemic alternation between masculine and
derived feminine forms. Related cases are Trans-Zab *ktI iwta. klifta´, J.Az.
klefta´ ‘‘amulet’’ (see the comparative table below), *quwat (, K , Ar.) .
*qewta . qefta´ ‘‘strength’’ in most Trans-Zab dialects and *nawta .
J.Sulemaniyya, J.Az. nafta´ ‘‘nit’’ (pl. na¯we´).
Note that the change w . f is manifested only before the feminine
ending -ta. Furthermore, in Koy Sanjaq, Rustaqa and Dobe we find
nawta´ ‘‘nit’’ rather than nafta´, apparently since this word is synchroni-
cally not derived from *na¯wa´. It follows that the change of w to f is not
entirely predictable on the phonological level, for morphophonemic
considerations are required for the formulation of the rule governing this
change.28
No such trait occurs in other Neo-Aramaic dialects, e.g. in the NENA
dialects compared with Trans-Zab below:
6. III-y feminine participle pattern *CCitI a¯ . CCita´
In Trans-Zab *tI that is part of a feminine suffix in the III-y participle form
*CCitI a¯ does not shift to l but to t, e.g. in qrita´ ‘‘having read’’, ksita´
‘‘covered’’ (versus the regular sound shift in the noun *kussitI a¯ . ksila´ ‘‘hat;
skullcap’’). The reason for this aberrancy is, in all likelihood, analogy with t
in *III-ʿ feminine participle forms of the pattern *CCi ʿta¯ . CCita, e.g.
sˇmita´ ‘‘having heard’’, zrita´ ‘‘sown’’, grita´ ‘‘shaven’’. Compare the
following feminine participle forms of historical III-y verbs as against




yare), where the distinction
between tI and t is retained:
B-T
˙
yare M-Tkhuma J.Aradhin J.Zakho Trans-Zab Gloss
genawta genota ganawta ganota ganafta´ thief (f.)
ktI iwta ktI iwta ktI u¯ta ksu¯ta klifta´, klefta´ amulet
28 It is, therefore, doubtful whether f in this position could be treated as a mere
allophone of /w/ and be ignored even in a broad phonemic transcription as, e.g.,
in Garbell (1965a: 306, 326) ganawa, ganawta ‘‘thief’’, qliwa, f. -wta ‘‘clean’’. I
would opt for a narrower transcription and represent /f/ wherever it occurs, be it
‘‘original’’ or stemming from /w/. Note, moreover, that in Trans-Zab liturgical
and other native texts f stemming from w is usually rendered with the Hebrew
letter פ, e.g. S
˙
ablagh קְלִפְתָּה [qlefta´] ‘‘clean’’ (Idelsohn 1913: 324–5), Rwanduz
כֵרִיפְתָה [xerifta´] ‘‘bad’’ (Rivlin 1958: part B, Jonas 3: 10), Saqez שוּוַפְתָא [sˇwafta´]
‘‘neighbour’’ (Brukhim 2002: 260) and J.Az. כְלִיפְתָה [klefta´] ‘‘amulet’’ (Ben-
Rahamim 2006: 130–5 et passim).
Masculine form Derived feminine form Gloss
gana¯wa´ ganafta´ ‘thief’
sˇwa¯wa´ sˇwafta´ ‘neighbour’
qliwa´ qlifta´, J.Az. qlefta´ ‘clean’
xriwa´ xrifta´, J.Az. xrefta´ ‘bad, ruined’
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S-T
˙
yare f. sg. participle forms:
Thus the distinction between original III-y and III-ʿ feminine participles,
still retained inter alia in T
˙
yare, is no longer in existence in Trans-Zab,
where both historical categories uniformly end in -ita.
The same analogy has occurred in the Jewish Neo-Aramaic varieties of
Barzani and Sandu, quite possibly due to the influence of neighbouring
Trans-Zab. Thus, for instance, we find in these dialects the form xlita
‘‘sweet’’ instead of expected (*xliha .) xliya in Barzani and xlisa in Sandu.
7. Plural ending -awa¯e´ and related forms
The plural ending -awa¯tIa, attested in conservative NENA dialects such as
T
˙
yare, Alqosh and Betanure, has changed to *-awa¯ha (cf. Baz -awaha) .
*-awa¯he by analogy with the pl. ending -e . Iranian Kurdistan -awa¯e´ .
J.Sulemaniyya andH
˙
alabja -awa¯ye´31. -awe´, -a¯we´ in other Trans-Zab dialects
(in J.Urmi -a¯ve´). The Proto-Trans-Zab form can be reconstructed as *-awa¯he
or *-awa¯e. Compare the pl. forms of lele ‘‘night’’ in the following dialects:
The occurrence of the forms -awa¯(h)e and -awa¯e in Shahe and Bejil,
respectively, may well be a result of an areal diffusion from neighbouring
Trans-Zab.
8. Plural ending -ye
Trans-Zab exhibits a unique plural ending -ye, corresponding to nouns with
the sg.f. ending -ta. This plural ending is the result of the following process:
*-ya¯tIa . *-ya¯ha . *-ya¯he by analogy with the pl. ending -e . *-ya¯e . -ye.
Compare the plural forms of xmarta ‘‘she-ass’’ in the following dialects:
9. ʾo ‘‘he, she’’
Contemporary Trans-Zab dialects have all lost gender distinction between
the 3sg.m. and 3sg.f. independent pronouns, manifested in archaizing
Trans-Zab representative dialects
Betanure Shahe Bejil J.Sanandaj H
˙
alabja Dobe Gloss
lelawa¯tIa lelawa¯(h)e lelawa¯e lelawa¯e´ lelawa¯ye´ lelawe´ nights
Betanure Sat Shahe Bejil Trans-Zab Gloss
xmarya¯tIa xmarya¯te xmarya¯(h)e xmarya¯e xmarye´ she-asses
31 See Khan (2004: 187).
III-y : *III-ʿ Gloss






xdI itIa : xdI ita29 happy: wrapped, bound
xlitIa : xlita30 sweet: dislocated (bone), sprained
29 , Proto-NENA *x-dI -ʿ, reconstructed on the basis of cognates such as x-dI -ʾ, x-d-ʾ
and x-z-ʾ in various descendent dialects. The etymology of *x-dI -ʾ is unknown, yet
the nature of the last two radicals points to a Semitic background, and the verbal
root in question, not known to exist in any language but NENA, is most probably
inherited from the lexis of earlier Aramaic layers.
30 , Arabic x-l-ʿ.
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NENA varieties (e.g. Qaraqosh, B-T
˙
yare) by the forms ʾa¯hu and ʾa¯hi,
respectively.32 Unlike all other NENA dialects, in Trans-Zab the 3sg.m.
independent pronoun (*ʾa¯hu .) ʾo has been generalized as a 3sg.c. pronoun,
ousting the 3sg.f. form.33 The latter survives as ʾa¯hi, ʾa¯hin or ʾay in early and
contemporary religious literature in some of the Trans-Zab dialects.34 The
following is a comparison of the 3sg. independent pronouns in con-
temporary Trans-Zab dialects and representative dialects of the rest of
NENA:
It may well be that the collapse of gender distinction in the 3sg. independent
pronoun was brought about by the influence of the parallel common gender
in the neighbouring languages, in particular by the impact of the similar
Kurdish 3sg.c. independent pronoun aw (written ew),36 and in the case of
J.Az. mainly by the impact of the strikingly identical Azerbaijani parallel o.
The vestiges of the 3sg.f. independent pronoun ʾa¯hi etc. in literary Trans-
Zab indicate that the contemporary 3sg.c. pronoun ʾomight not be a shared
innovation inherited from Proto-Trans-Zab but a result of an internal
Trans-Zab areal diffusion of this feature that has spread to all dialects of
the group.
10. ʾoni ‘‘they’’
In Trans-Zab the 3pl. independent pronoun ʾa¯ni, found in numerous
NENA dialects,37 has been modified by analogy with its 3sg. (erstwhile 3sg.
m.) counterpart ʾo, thus: *ʾa¯ni . Arbel, Rustaqa, JKS, J.Sulemaniyya and
other kindred dialects ʾoni ‘‘they’’.38 The latter form itself underwent further
changes in some Trans-Zab dialects, especially in Iran, e.g. in Naghada
*ʾoni . ʾoyne´ ‘‘they, those’’ by analogy with ʾayne´ ‘‘these’’,39 and in J.Urmi
*ʾoyne´ . ʾu¯ne´ ‘‘they, those’’ with a shift oy . u¯ typical of this dialect (cf.
Naghada ho´-yle ‘‘there he is’’ – J.Urmi ʾu´¯-le ‘‘id.’’, Naghada sˇatoyle ‘‘he is
drinking’’ – J.Urmi sˇatu¯le ‘‘id.’’).40
The form ʾoni occurs also in Bohtan (alongside ʾanhan),41 but this is an
independent development related to the vowel shift *a¯ . o in this dialect.
Hertevin Alqosh J.Zakho Challa C.Nerwa35 Trans-Zab Gloss
ʾa¯hu ʾa¯w ʾa¯wa ʾa¯ya ʾa¯w(u), ʾo ʾo he
ʾa¯hi ʾa¯y ʾa¯ya ʾa¯ya ʾa¯y(i) ʾo she
36 See Garbell (1965b: 175a), Hopkins (1991: 790).
37 This form may well be related to T
˙
uroyo ha¯ni ‘‘these’’, JBA הני,האני ‘‘these, those’’
and Syriac ha¯nen ‘‘these onesf.’’.
38 Cf. Hoberman (1990: 85), Khan (1999: 8, e).
39 Cf. J.Zakho ʾanya ‘‘these’’ , ? *ʾa¯ni ha¯.
35 See Talay (2001: 10).
40 The phonetic mechanism of this shift is yet to be accounted for.
41 See Fox (2002: 168).
32 For these forms see Hoberman (1988: 569; 1990: 84–5).
33 As already pointed out in Khan (1999: 8, d., 81) concerning Arbel and J.Az.
34 Thus one finds ʾa¯hi and ʾa¯hin in literary J.Az. (see, inter alia, Garbell (1965a: 296a),
Sabar (2004: 101, no. 17), ʾa¯hi in literary Saqez (Brukhim 1985: 42/5, 47–8) and ʾay
in literary JKS (Mutzafi 2004: 213a).
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11. *nsˇiqa¯le . nesˇqa¯le
In triradical strong verbs the erstwhile NENA pattern of the past
inflectional base, CCiC, has the allomorph CeCC- in Trans-Zab when
followed by an overt intra-conjugational object marker, viz. an object
marker other than the 3sg.m. -ø-, e.g. in the Jewish dialect of Koy Sanjaq
(synchronic analysis of inflectional bases and affixes is given in
parentheses):
The allomorph CeCC- has developed by analogy with the III-y preterite
inflection with a feminine object infix. Compare the following forms in the
Trans-Zab dialect of Koy Sanjaq with their parallel forms in T
˙
yare as a
representative of the NENA dialects which do not evince the ‘‘nesˇqa¯le
syndrome’’:
Thus in JKS and Trans-Zab as a whole the restructuring of the form nsˇiqa¯le
‘‘he kissed her’’ as nesˇqa¯le is by analogy with III-y forms such as xezya¯le.
The restructuring of the form taking a 3pl. object infix – nsˇiqile . nesˇqile
‘‘he kissed them’’ subsequently arose by analogy with nesˇqa¯le.
In NENA dialects other than Trans-Zab the ‘‘nesˇqa¯le syndrome’’ is
known to occur in Barzani,42 Trans-Zab’s closest Jewish Neo-Aramaic
neighbour, apparently as a contact-induced innovation, and in the far-off
dialect of Bes
˙
pen as an independent development.43
12. II-w and II-y 3sg.m. present patterns Co¯C and Ce¯C
In triradical II-w and II-y verbs the 3sg.m. forms of the present base qa¯t
˙
el
have the patterns Co¯C and Ce¯C, respectively, e.g. lo¯sˇ ‘‘he wears’’, xe¯p ‘‘he
bathes, washes (himself or someone else)’’. These monosyllabic patterns
have arisen from the bisyllabic patterns Ca¯weC and Ca¯yeC, e.g. la¯wesˇ,
xa¯yep, preserved in the vast majority of NENA dialects, by analogy with
the monosyllabic base in all the other forms of the paradigm, i.e. lo¯sˇ by
analogy with losˇe´t (, *lawsˇet) ‘‘yousg.m. wear’’, losˇe´x ‘‘we wear’’, etc., xe¯p by
analogy with xepe´t (, *xaypet) ‘‘yousg.m. bathe’’, xepe´x ‘‘we bathe’’, etc.
The restructuring of both patterns Ca¯weC and Ca¯yeC according to the
monosyllabic pattern in the rest of the paradigm is unique to Trans-Zab, as
is shown in the following comparison of selected dialects:
Preterite Preterite with object infix
nsˇiqle (nsˇiq-le) ‘‘he kissed’’ nsˇiqle (nsˇiq-ø-le) ‘‘he kissed him’’
nesˇqa¯le (nesˇq-a¯-le) ‘‘he kissed her’’




Triradical, strong nsˇiqa¯le nesˇqa¯le ‘‘he kissed her’’
Triradical, III-y xezya¯le xezya¯le ‘‘he saw her’’
42 See Mutzafi (2002b: 65).
43 See Sinha (2000: 142, 8.5.3), where the change nsˇiqa¯le . nesˇqa¯le is explained as a
result of metathesis. I would rather ascribe this change in Bes
˙
pen to the same
analogy that has occurred in Trans-Zab.
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It should be stressed that the forms la¯wesˇ and xa¯yep are overwhelmingly
retained in non-Trans-Zab NENA varieties, even though only one
representative dialect (Atrush) evinces these forms in the foregoing table.
13. hol ‘‘give!’’
Whereas in all other known NENA dialects the sg. imperative form of the
verb ‘‘to give’’ is hal (, *habl-), in Trans-Zab this form has changed to hol
by analogy with the vowel o in the sg. imperative form of strong verbs and
verbs with a strong final radical such as grosˇ ‘‘pull!’’, xol ‘‘eat!’’ and kosˇ
‘‘go down!’’.
In a considerable number of Trans-Zab dialects the vowel o of the
imperative underwent a rising to u at some point after the innovation hal .
hol had taken place, e.g. J.Az. grusˇ, xul, kusˇ, yet the form hol remains with
the vowel o unaltered. A sole exception is the dialect of Rustaqa, where the
form hol changed to wul by analogy with u in imperative forms such as xul
‘‘eat!’’ and with w as in the preterite welle ‘‘he gave’’.
14. Restricted indicative prefix k-47
In Trans-Zab the indicative prefix k- (and its allomorph g-, in some dialects
also cˇ-), which is attached to verbal forms that are derived from the Present
base has been elided in all but a restricted class of triradical verbs with a
weak first radical. Thus most inflections of the Present base have lost the
distinction between jussive-subjunctive and indicative moods. Compare, for
instance, J.Zakho sˇa¯qel ‘‘that he take, he may take’’, ksˇa¯qel ‘‘he takes’’, sˇa¯
qelwa ‘‘he may have taken’’, ksˇa¯qelwa ‘‘he used to take’’ with JKS sˇaqeNl
‘‘that he take, he may take, he takes, he will take’’, sˇaqelwa ‘‘he may have
taken; he used to take’’.
All Trans-Zab dialects share a small set of nine k-prefix verbs: ʾ-b-y ‘‘to
want’’, ʾ-l-y (or a related form) ‘‘to come’’, ʾ-m-r ‘‘to say’’, ʾ-x-l ‘‘to eat’’, ʾ-w-l
or ʾ-w-d ‘‘to do’’, ʾ-z-l ‘‘to go’’, h-w-l ‘‘to give’’, h-w-y ‘‘to be’’ and y-ʾ-l (or a
related form) ‘‘to know’’. Several Trans-Zab dialects also retain the prefix k-
with the verbs ʾ-m-y ‘‘to bring’’ and ʾ-w-r ‘‘to enter’’, or in one of these verbs.
The class of k-prefix verbs is demonstrated below by 3sg.m. jussive-
subjunctive and indicative forms in two Trans-Zab dialects, JKS with a full
range of eleven k-prefix verbs and J.Urmi with ten k-prefix verbs, its verb
corresponding to JKS ʾ-m-y ‘‘to bring’’ being the non-k-prefix verb m-d-y:
47 For a detailed discussion of this phenomenon see Heinrichs (2002: 243 ff.).
Atrush Baz Dez C.Nerwa44 Sardarid45 Trans-Zab
la¯wesˇ la¯wesˇ la¯wesˇ losˇe la¯vesˇ , losˇe lo¯sˇ
xa¯yep xa¯p xe¯p xepe xa¯yep , xe¯pe xe¯p46
, xa¯p
45 See Younansardaroud (2001: 104–08). Some Sardarid II-y verbs have only one or
two of the three alternating patterns (ibid.).
44 See Talay (2001: 22). The final e may occasionally be elided, as in pe¯sˇ (, pesˇe) ‘‘he
remains’’, o¯dI (, odIe) ‘‘he might do’’; see Talay (2002: 131, no. 14; 137, no. 15).
46 The verbal root x-y-p is absent from a few Trans-Zab dialects, but the pattern is
unexceptionally Ce¯C throughout Trans-Zab.
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No other verb with an initial ʾ, h or y preserves the prefix k- (or its allomorph)
in Trans-Zab. Thus, for instance, the verb ʾ-s-r, in J.Az. +y-s-r (, אסר ) ‘‘to tie,
bind’’ behaves like a strong verb and does not take a k-prefix.
The restriction of k- to certain weak first radical verbs occurs also in C.
Sanandaj (Senaya),48 a dialect so profoundly different from Trans-Zab in
numerous respects that a common Trans-Zab-Senaya genetic background
must be ruled out. The occurrence of restricted k- in both Trans-Zab and
Senaya, a tiny Christian enclave in the midst of Jewish Trans-Zab territory
is, rather, an areal feature probably radiating from a co-territorial Jewish
dialect(s) to the Christian one. As is typical of diffusional features, Trans-
Zab and Senaya share the general rule of k- restriction, but are set apart by
many idiosyncratic details concerning this rule.49
A more radical type of k-restriction, clearly unrelated to Trans-Zab, is
attested in the north-western fringes of NENA. In the dialect of Hertevin
and the nearby dialect of Bohtan the present-tense marker ke- is restricted
to the verb ‘‘to want’’, e.g. kepʾe ‘‘he wants’’ in Hertevin50 and kebe
(alongside ʾibe) ‘‘id.’’ in Bohtan.51
15. 1pl. ‘‘enclitic’’ verbal ending *-ax . -ex
The 1pl. verbal inflectional ending -ax, which is in origin an enclitic
derivative of ʾaxnan ‘‘we’’ and is preserved as such in many NENA dialects,
has changed to -ex in Trans-Zab, as in *nasˇqax . nasˇqe´x ‘‘we kiss’’.52 This
48 See ibid.
49 Compare, for instance, the common Trans-Zab forms of the verb ‘‘to want’’ ʾabe´ (in
some dialects habe´), gbe with their Senaya parallels ba¯ye, kebe, or compare Trans-
Zab ʾezeNl (in some dialects hezeNl), gezeNl with Senaya ʾa¯zel, ka¯zel. (See the list of
Senaya k-prefix verbs in Heinrichs 2002: 243.) There are some dissimilarities
concerning k-prefix verbs within Trans-Zab itself, which may allude to an early
diffusional spread of k-restriction within this group, but the disparities between
Trans-Zab and Senaya are much more pronounced.
50 See Jastrow (1988: 39, 54, 206).
51 I am grateful to S. E. Fox for these data.
‘‘to give’’ ‘‘to be’’ ‘‘to know’’
JKS haweN l, kaweN l hawe´, kawe´ yaʾeN l, cˇel
J.Urmi ha¯veN l, kvel ha¯ve´, kve ʾayyeN l, kyel
‘‘to want’’ ‘‘to come’’ ‘‘to say’’ ‘‘to bring’’
JKS ʾabe´, gbe ʾale´ , ʾe, ke ʾameNr, kmer ʾame, kme
J.Urmi ʾa¯be´, gbe ʾa¯de´, gde ʾa¯meNr, kmer (ma¯de´, ma¯de´)
‘‘to enter’’ ‘‘to eat’’ ‘‘to do’’ ‘‘to go’’
JKS ʾo¯r, go¯r ʾaxeN l, kxel ʾo¯l, go¯l ʾezeN l, gezeN l
J.Urmi +ʾo¯r, +go¯r ʾa¯xeN l, kxel ʾo¯d, go¯d ʾezeN l, gezeN l
52 In certain Trans-Zab dialects the form -ex has a longer free allomorph: -exen in JKS
(nasˇqe´x , nasˇqexen), -exin in Iranian Kurdistan (nasˇqe´x , nasˇqexin) and -exa in J.
Az. (nasˇqe´x , nasˇqexa). The augmentative elements -en, -in are of obscure origin,
whereas the a in the longer form -exa has arisen by analogy with other forms in the
paradigm with a longer allomorph ending in a, such as the 1sg.m. present suffix
-ena; see the paradigm in Garbell (1965a: 59).
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change has in all likelihood arisen by analogy with the vowel e of the 1sg.
m., 2sg.m. and 2pl. ‘‘enclitic’’ endings -en(a), -et and -etun, which originally
belonged to III-y verbs, as in xaze´n(a) ‘‘Im. see’’, xaze´t ‘‘yousg.m. see’’,
xazetun ‘‘youpl. see’’, and later spread to all other verbs (in some Trans-Zab
dialects still nasˇeqna ‘‘Im. kiss’’ vs. xazena ‘‘Im. see’’).
The same ending -ex is characteristic also of the dialect-cluster of T
˙
yare
(at least as regards the dialects of Walt
˙
o, Rumta, Belatha, Ko, Lgeppa and
Lizen), no doubt as an independent innovation. This T
˙
yare ending was
probably spawned by analogy with the 1sg.m. ‘‘enclitic’’ ending -ena.53
16. 3pl. ‘‘enclitic’’ ending -eni in III-y verbs
Contrary to all other known NENA dialects, the Trans-Zab group preserves
the consonant n of the ‘‘enclitic’’ 3pl inflectional ending of III-y verbs. The
most primitive form of this ending in Trans-Zab is still preserved as -en in




en ‘‘they arrived’’, and
reflects the form *-ayn as is evident from classical Aramaic 3pl.m. participial
forms such as Biblical Aramaic ָחַזיִן ‘‘(they) see’’ and ְשַריִן ‘‘loose’’.
The oldest Trans-Zab reflex of *-ayn, the form -en, has expanded to -eni
by analogy with the parallel ending -i of strong and other verbs such as
palxı´ ‘‘they open’’, ganwı´ ‘‘they steal’’. In some Trans-Zab dialects, mostly
in IranianKurdistan, the innovation -eni is an allomorph of the erstwhile form
-en, for instance J.Sanandaj exhibits -eni preceding an l-suffix, e.g. in sˇte´nile
‘‘he drank them’’ and -en elsewhere, e.g. in sˇate´n ‘‘they drink’’, sˇte´nwale ‘‘he
had drunk them’’. In addition, J.Urmi exhibits the freely interchangeable
allomorphs -eni , -e, and an allomorph -i- as an object infix in past base
inflections (see the table below). The distribution of -eni and the nature of its
allomorphs are, therefore, dialectally-conditioned, as is illustrated by
inflections of q-l-y ‘‘to fry; roast seeds (tr., intr.)’’ in four selected Trans-Zab
varieties preceded by reconstructed pre-Trans-Zab forms:
The variegated distribution of the innovation -eni across Trans-Zab
dialects points to its being an areal feature rather than a shared
inheritance from a common ancestor. The form -en was possibly
augmented with i first in the Inter-Zab region, viz. between the Great
53 The common 1sg.m. ‘‘enclitic’’ ending in T
˙
yare is -in, yet in at least one of these
dialects, S-T
˙
yare, it has an alternant -ena, which is the earliest reconstructible T
˙
yare
form of the 1sg.m. ‘‘enclitic’’ ending (originally an III-y form as in xa¯zena ‘‘I see’’),
and is attested in Maclean (1895: 81). Similar to the ending -ex is the parallel form
-ex in some NENA dialects, e.g. Bohtan (Fox (2002: 173) and Alqosh, yet this
change of *-ax to -ex is probably phonetic and has nothing to do with the analogy
that occurred in Trans-Zab.
Sanandaj H
˙
alabja JKS Urmi Gloss
*qa¯layn qale´n qale´n(i) qaleni qa¯le´(ni) they fried
*qlayn qlen qle´n(i) qeNleni qle´(ni) they became fried54
*qlayn-leh qle´nile qle´nile qle´nile qelyile55 he fried them
54 In JKS and J.Urmi: ‘‘they have become fried’’.
55 By analogywith qelya¯le ‘‘he fried itf.’’ and strong verbs such as nesˇqile ‘‘he kissed them’’.
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and Little Zab, where -en has been completely replaced by -eni in all
dialects (Arbel, Koy Sanjaq, Rwanduz, etc.). Thence -eni spread to the
rest of Trans-Zab, but did not supplant -en in a considerable number of
dialects, primarily in Iran, where -en, or its reduced J.Urmi form -e, is
preserved alongside the allomorph -eni.
Contrary to the above Trans-Zab forms, in all other NENA varieties the
parallel ending has either undergone an elision of n, mostly coupled with
monophthongization, or – in many dialects – has been replaced by the
ending -i or -iy of strong verbs. Compare the 3pl. present-base inflection of
the verb sˇ-t-y ‘‘to drink’’ between Trans-Zab and a few other selected
NENA varieties:
17. Infix -mn- (and variants) in numerals
In Trans-Zab cardinal numerals with pronominal suffixes meaning ‘‘the x
number of us, you, them’’ or ‘‘all of us, you, them’’ take an infix originating
from the preposition men ‘‘from, of’’: -mn- in J.Az., -nn- in Iraqi Trans-Zab
dialects and -n- in Iranian Kurdistan. The numeral tre ‘‘two’’ has the
allomorph tur-, ter- or tun- according to dialect and the infix in question is
reduced to -n-. In addition, in Trans-Zab dialects of Iranian Kurdistan the
forms ternan ‘‘both of us’’, teNrnaxun ‘‘both of you’’ and ternu ‘‘both of
them’’ occasionally take a prefix har, of Kurdish origin, and the base
changes to tn-, e.g. J.Sanandaj ternu , hartnu.
These constructions are unknown in other NENA dialects except for
forms such as turnu and hatru ‘‘both of them’’, which are areally shared with a
few Christian enclaves located in Trans-Zab territory, e.g. in C.Shaqlawa and
C.Sanandaj. Consider the following forms of the cardinals tre ‘‘two’’ and








al Alqosh Atrush C.Aradhin Sat C.Urmi Trans-Zab
sˇa¯tay sˇa¯te sˇa¯te sˇa¯te , sˇa¯ti56 sˇa¯ti sˇa¯tiy sˇateni, sˇate´n(i),
sˇa¯te´(ni)
56 See Krotkoff (1982: 26–7).
57 The forerunner of this form, turnu, occurs in an eighteenth-century J.Az. text; see
Sabar (2004: 103, no. 23).
58 Also xamsˇa´ mennu´.
59 Professor Estipan Panoussi, personal communication.
C.Shaqlawa C.Sanandaj59 C.Urmi M-Tkhuma Barzani
tur
˙
nu hatru terve , teNrvente terwe kutru
xa´msˇentu ha´rxamsˇa¯yu xa´msˇente xa´msˇetne xamsˇentu
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18. xesa´r ‘‘eleven’’
In Trans-Zab the consonant d is elided in the word for ‘‘eleven’’: *xadesar
(with e by analogy with tresar ‘‘twelve’’)60 . *xdesar (with further analogy
to tresar) . Trans-Zab xesa´r. The loss of d in this numeral has occurred





The Trans-Zab word for ‘‘ear’’ has the unique form nh
˙
a¯la´, e.g. in JKS, and
dialectal offshoots of this form. The etymology of this word and its NENA
dialectal cognates are discussed in extenso in Mutzafi (2005). Suffice it here
to summarize the major historical processes that spawned the Trans-Zab
form under consideration:
Pre-modern Aramaic ʾedIna¯ha¯tI a¯ (attested in Syriac as a pl. of ʾedIna¯) .
*ʾennaha¯tIa . Proto-NENA *nha¯tIa (attested in seventeenth-century







a´ . dissimilation: nh
˙
a¯la´.62
Thus the Trans-Zab form has drifted considerably from its Proto-NENA
forebear *nha¯tIa through a series of far-reaching phonological changes. The
form nh
˙
a¯la´ is the prototype of dialectal variants such as Sheno +nahalta,
which exhibits a phonemicized epenthetic a, a feminine suffix, word-
emphasis and a change of h
˙
to h.
The Trans-Zab reflex of *nha¯tIa is markedly different from cognate forms
in other NENA dialects, as is demonstrated below by a number of selected
NENA varieties:
20. ʾelha´ ‘‘God’’
In Trans-Zab the vowel a¯ in the form ʾila¯ha ‘‘God’’, attested in most other
Jewish NENA dialects, was elided, and the initial vowel i was subsequently
shortenedandcentralizedwiththeclosureof thesyllable:*ʾila¯ha.*ʾilha´. ʾelha´.
21. bqatta ‘‘morning’’
The Trans-Zab group of dialects evinces a unique word for ‘‘morning’’,
namely bqatta, historically derived from *bqadamta , *b-qaddamta¯63
Betanure Telkepe Bes
˙





ar xdesar +xa¯ser xesa´r
61 See Sinha (2000: 166).








mal ‘‘the day before yesterday’’ (feature no. 3
above).
Betanure Sandu Barzani Dez Qaraqosh Trans-Zab
na¯tIa nasisa naniya nawiya natIyatI ta nh
˙
a¯la´, etc.
63 Gemination is proven by the occurrence of a plosive bgdkpt consonant d in NENA
rather than dI or a reflex thereof.
60 Cf. JBA חדיסר (Sokoloff 2002: 431b), Mandaic האדיסאר (Drower and Macuch 1963:
116b).
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(compare JBA בקדמתא ‘‘at dawn’’, Mandaic קאדאמתא ‘‘early morning’’ and
Telkepe qadamta ‘‘id.’’). The form bqatta denoting ‘‘morning’’ is retained as
such in most Iraqi Trans-Zab dialects, while in other dialects the word
changed in form or content, e.g. J.Urmi baqatta´, with a phonemicization of
epenthetic a and a change in meaning to ‘‘tomorrow’’.64
Compare the word bqatta with the words for ‘‘morning’’ in several other
NENA dialects:
22. mago´n ‘‘like, similar to’’
The Trans-Zab word for ‘‘like, similar to’’ is a compound of ma ‘‘what’’
and obsolete gon ‘‘colour’’, yielding mago´n. This form is still preserved in
several dialects, e.g. in Naghada and Sheno; in Arbel and JKS alongside
various by-forms;68 and in J.Urmi alongside the reduced by-form mon. In
some other Trans-Zab dialects the form mago´n underwent phonetic
changes, e.g. mango´l in J.Sanandaj and menga´n in Rustaqa. Compare the
Trans-Zab word in question with some parallels in other NENA dialects:
23. baru¯xa´ ‘‘friend’’
The Trans-Zab dialects have the unique word baru¯xa´, in J.Az +baru¯xa´, for
‘‘friend’’. This lexical innovation has superseded the reflex of the inherited
Aramaic word חַבְרָא ‘‘id.’’, which is still very common in NENA dialects as
xawra, xora, xu¯ra or xu¨ra. The etymology of baru¯xa is likely to be the
NENA root brx (, ברך ) ‘‘to bless, be blessed’’ combined with the NENA
adjectival pattern CaCu¯Ca which is quite common in Trans-Zab (as in
qalu¯la´ ‘‘light, easy’’, pas
˙
u¯xa´ ‘‘happy’’ and gaxu¯ka´ ‘‘cheerful’’ in various
dialects). Hence the original denotation of baru¯xa´ appears to have been
‘‘blessed’’, although the semantic connection between ‘‘blessed’’ and
‘‘friend’’ is not transparent.
24. x-d-r ‘‘to become, turn into; to happen’’
In Trans-Zab the verbal root x-d-r and dialectal offshoots such as g˙-d-r
have the unique denotations ‘‘to become, turn into; to happen’’.
Additionally, the Trans-Zab dialects exhibit a unique passive construction
Marbishu C.Nerwa Sandu Atrush Marga C.Zakho Bohtan Trans-Zab
qedamta gunnita65 benhe66 mxesˇka mellayle bes
˙
pa¯re ha´yu¯na67 bqatta, etc.
64 The J.Urmi word for ‘‘morning’’ is baqatyo´(m), a blend of baqatta and yoma
‘‘day’’.
65 , *gu nʾita , *gu nʿihta¯ , *gu ng˙ihta¯ ‘‘at dawn’’; see Talay (2002: 126, n. 7).
67 Probably , *ha¯ya yoma ‘‘early (in the) day’’.
Qaraqosh Marga Atrush Sandu J.Nerwa Qurich Trans-Zab
ʾax max dax kudax69 xur70 xen mago´n, etc.
68 See Khan (1999: 574a), Mutzafi (2004a: 177, no. 4, 178, no. 4).
69 , *kul d-ʾax.
70 A neo-construct (innovative construct) form of the word xu¯ra ‘‘friend’’.
66 , *b-neʾhe , *b-nig˙he ‘‘at daybreak’’, cf. JBA נגהי ‘‘daybreak’’, בנגהי ‘‘at daybreak’’
(Sokoloff 2002: 728–9), Mandaic בניגהא ‘‘id.’’ (Drower and Macuch 1963: 297a).
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based on a passive participle followed by the auxiliary x-d-r, e.g. qt
˙
ila´ xdire
‘‘he was killed’’ in JKS.
The Trans-Zab verbal root x-d-r is a reflex of h
˙
-dI-r, attested in Syriac in
the meanings ‘‘to go around, about; to surround; to beg’’ (and, similarly as
regards JBA h-d-r , h
˙
-d-r, Mandaic h-d-r). Non-Trans-Zab NENA dialects
preserve denotations closely related to the classical ones, e.g. Telkepe x-dI-r
˙‘‘to turn around’’, Barzani x-d-r ‘‘to go about, roam’’ and J.Zakho x-z-r ,
g˙-z-r ‘‘to peddle’’ (among other meanings).71
III. Internal classification of Trans-Zab
Further research on the complex network of isoglosses within Trans-Zab is
required in order to establish an internal classification of this diverse group,
yet one major dialectal difference, the forms of the positive present copula,
suggests a division of Trans-Zab into three principal subgroups:
1) Western (W) Trans-Zab or the Inter-Zab Jewish Neo-Aramaic dialect-
cluster of the Iraqi province of Arbel (Irbil), chiefly in the area between
the Great Zab and the Little Zab rivers.
2) North-Eastern (NE) Trans-Zab or the Iranian Azerbaijan Neo-
Aramaic dialect cluster (J.Az.), in Urmi and adjacent areas in Iran
and Turkey.
3) South-Eastern (SE) Trans-Zab in Iranian Kurdistan (Sanandaj, Saqez
and other places) and areas to the south and in the bordering Iraqi
towns (Sulemaniyya, H
˙
alabja, Penjwin and Khanaqin).
Paradigms of the positive present copula in these three postulated
subgroups are presented below by forms pertaining to the dialects of
Arbel, Urmi and Sanandaj.
Present copula in Trans-Zab dialects:
71 See Sabar (2002: 192b) s.v. x-d-r, g˙-d-r.
Proto-Trans-Zab Arbel (W) Urmi (NE) Sanandaj (SE)72
3 sgm. *-ile -ile -ile -ye, -y
sgf. *-ila -ila -ila -ya
pl. *-ilu -ilu -ilu -yen
2 sgm. *-iwet -wet -ilet -yet
sgf. *-iwat -wat -ilat -yat
pl. *-iwetun -wetun -iletun -yetun
1 sgm *-iwen(a) -wen -ilen -yen(a)
sgf. *-iwan(a) -wan -ilan -yan(a)
pl. *-iwex -wex -ilex -yex(in)
72 The 3sg.m. short allomorph y follows the vowel a, as in kpina´-y ‘‘he is hungry’’,
whilst the allomorph ye occurs elsewhere, e.g. sˇe´t-ye ‘‘he is insane’’, gorı´-ye ‘‘he is
my husband’’. All non-feminine present copular forms are reduced following the
vowel a, which changes to e, as in kpina + yena . kpine´-na Im. am hungry’’; kpine´-t
‘‘yousg.m. are hungry’’, kpine´-x ‘‘we are hungry’’, kpine´-tun ‘‘youpl. are hungry’’,
kpine´-n ‘‘they are hungry’’. The feminine copular forms remain intact, and the
preceding vowel a changes to e, as in kpinta + -yana . kpinte´-yana ‘‘If. am hungry’’;
kpine´-yat ‘‘yousg.f. are hungry’’, kpine´-ya ‘‘she is hungry’’.
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There can hardly be any doubt that the heterogeneous paradigm with an
element l in the 3rd person forms and an element w elsewhere, found in
subgroup W, is the most conservative one, whereas the uniform paradigms
in NE and SE are more progressive.73 The paradigm of subgroup W and
similar forms in other, more conservative, NENA dialects (e.g. Betanure),74
are the basis for the reconstructed paradigm in Proto-Trans-Zab.
Subgroups NE (J.Az.) and SE exhibit two different types of levelling: in
NE the element l has been generalized throughout the paradigm,75 whilst as
regards subgroup SE I postulate a process where the element w shifted to y
by partial assimilation to the preceding vowel i before its elision, e.g. in
*-iwex . *-iyex76 . -yex ‘‘we are’’, and in the final phase the element y of
the 1st and 2nd person forms was generalized throughout the paradigm. In
addition, in the SE subgroup the 3pl. form *-ilu was replaced by the form
-yen (in some dialects , -yeni) by analogy with the 3pl. ‘‘enclitic’’ ending of
III-y verbs -en (or -eni – see feature no. 16 above).
The change *w . y in SE Trans-Zab (J.Sanandaj and closely related
dialects) has likewise occurred in C.Sanandaj and a few other Christian
dialects in Trans-Zab territory (C.Koy Sanjaq, ʿAnkawa) and beyond
(Qaraqosh, Baret
˙
le). This isogloss can best be explained as an areal feature,
although the source of diffusion is unknown. At any rate, while in the
aforementioned Christian dialects the heterogeneous type of paradigm with
l in the 3rd person forms and y (, *w) elsewhere is retained, SE Trans-Zab
is more innovative in this respect, exhibiting a levelling of the element y, as
illustrated by the following comparison between the two NENA dialects of
Sanandaj:
73 In accordance with Hetzron’s principle of archaic heterogeneity: ‘‘When cognate
systems (i.e. paradigms) in related languages are compared, the system that exhibits
the most inner heterogeneity is likely to be the closest to the ancestor-system’’
(Hetzron 1976: 89, and see in detail 92–5). The initial vowel i in the reconstructed
1st and 2nd persons is based on negated copular forms such as *-iwen . *laywen .
lewen ‘‘I am not’’ and on a broader scope of dialectal comparison, where we find
copular forms such as Isnax -iwen ‘‘I am’’, negated form: laywen. For a different
view concerning the earliest type of the positive present copula in NENA see Khan
(2002: 13–5; 2006: 158–62).
74 See Hoberman (1989: 198), Mutzafi (2008: 50).
75 The opposite direction of levelling occurred in NE Trans-Zab (J.Az.) in the negated
present copula, where the element w of the 1st and 2nd persons has been generalized
throughout the paradigm, e.g. lewen ‘‘I am not’’, le´wetun ‘‘youpl. are not’’, lewe ‘‘he
is not’’.
76 Compare, for instance, colloquial J.Nerwa *biwa¯da . *biya¯da . bya¯da ‘‘doing’’.
C. Sanandaj77 J.Sanandaj
3 sgm -ile -ye, -y
sgf. -ila -ya
pl. -ilu -yen
2 sgm. -yet -yet
sgf. -yat -yat
pl. -iton -yetun
1 sgm -yen -yena
sgf. -yan -yana
pl. -yox -yex(in)
77 According to Panoussi (1990: 112) and Panoussi, personal communication.
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IV. Conclusion
The twenty-four Trans-Zab features discussed above can be readily
regarded as shared innovations that date back to an early stage in the
history of this dialect group. Some of these innovations are quite possibly
inherited from Proto-Trans-Zab, while others appear to be old internal
areal features that have spread throughout all dialects of this group.
Features inherited from a common Proto-Trans-Zab Jewish Neo-
Aramaic ancestor may well be the postulated merger of the interdentals
to *dI , the conditioned shift of *tI to h (. ø, h
˙
), the process w . f /__-ta, the
feminine participle *CCitI a¯ . CCita´, the plural endings -awa¯e´ and -ye, the
‘‘nesˇqa¯le syndrome’’, the verbal patterns Co¯C and Ce¯C, the form hol
‘‘give!’’, the restricted k- prefix, the verbal ‘‘enclitic’’ ending -ex and the
numeral infix -mn- (. -nn-, -n-). Several innovations related to words that
were shaped by specific phonological or morphophonological processes
may also have been inherited from Proto-Trans-Zab. These include xesa´r
‘‘eleven’’, nh
˙
a¯la´ ‘‘ear’’ and ʾelha´ ‘‘God’’. Other shared innovations that may
hark back to Proto-Trans-Zab are the lexical innovations bqatta
‘‘morning’’, mago´n ‘‘as, like’’ and baru¯xa´ ‘‘friend’’, and the semantic shift
‘‘to go around’’ . ‘‘to become, turn into; to happen’’ related to the verb
x-d-r.
Internal areal features that spread throughout Trans-Zab early in its
history appear to be the shift of the interdentals *dI and *tI to l, the 3sg.c.
independent pronoun ’o ‘‘he, she’’ (occurring side-by-side with a vestigial
retention of the 3sg.f. form in Trans-Zab religious texts), *’a¯ni . ’oni
‘‘they’’ by analogy with the pronoun ’o, the 3pl. ‘‘enclitic’’ ending -eni in
III-y verbal inflections, and the shift of word stress from the penultima to
the ultima. Furthermore, some of the features ascribed to Proto-Trans-Zab
above may have, rather, emerged early in a specific Trans-Zab dialect and
diffused throughout the group.
The very diverse Trans-Zab family of dialects can provisionally be
divided into a western (W) or Inter-Zab dialect cluster, retaining an archaic
type of the paradigm of the positive present copula, a north-eastern (NE)
subgroup of Jewish Azerbaijan, with a generalization of l throughout the
same paradigm, and a south-eastern (SE) subgroup, mainly in Iranian
Kurdistan, with a generalization of y (, *w) throughout the paradigm of
the present copula. This proposed trifurcate division awaits enhancement
by further distinguishing features.
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